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Abstract 
Brunner, H., MR. Crisci, E. Russo and A. Vecchio, A family of methods for Abel integral equations of the 
second kind, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 211-219. 
A class of methods depending on some parameters are intr~u~d for the numerical solution of the Abel integral 
equations of the second kind. Some bounds on the parameters are determined so that the corresponding 
methods have infinite stability intervals. 
Keywords: Abel integral equations, stability, collocation methods. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the second kind Abel integral equation: 
y(t) = g(t) -i- s,“t - ~)-~k(t, s, Y(S)) ds, t E 10, 7’1, 0.1) 
where 0 -c a < 1, g E CIO, T] and the kernel k is continuous in S x 08, with S = {(t, s): 
0 G s G t G T > and satisfies the Lipschitz conditions with respect to the third variable. 
Let 17, be the following partition of the integration range: 
II,: t,<t,< -+* <t,=T, 
where 
t,=O, tn-tn_l=h,_l and O<hmi,<h,,<h,,,, n >, 0. 
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Let us consider the following class of methods for solving (1.1): 
Y ll+1 = g(t, + c&J + 2 %,“(C, a)% + a&Jr,, 1” + d”h”, Y,+*>, n=O ,..., N- 1, 
v=o 
I, -1 
\l.LI 
whereO<c<l, and 
0 = n,” [( f,+ch,-r,)‘-“-(t,+ch,-t,,,)‘-“1, O<n,<N-1, O<Y<~-1, 
(1.3’) 
0 ,,,=(ch,)i-“, O<n$N-1. (1.3”) 
The methods (1.2), hereafter referred to as c-methods, depend on the parameters c, a,, d, and 
are a generalization of the one-point collocation methods. In fact we observe that 
(A) if a,=~, v=O ,..., n, d,=d<l, v=O ,..., n - 1, d, G c, then the c-method represents a 
fully implicit discretized collocation method [2, Section 6.21 with one collocation parameter c; 
(B) if a, = c, Y = 0,. . . : n: d.. = c: Y = 0,. . . . Y , n: then the c-method represents the one-point 
implicit discretized collocation method; in the case c = 0, it corresponds to the known product 
Euler method, and in the case c = 1, it is the product backward Euler method. 
In case (A) with d = c and d, = c2 it has been proved (see [2, Corollary 6.2.11) that, if the 
graded mesh is employed, the convergence order of the method is one. In the other cases, by 
using a technique based on the error of the quadrature formula [2, Chapter 61, [3], we can prove 
the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. For every choice of the parameters c, a,,, d,, the order of convergence of the c-method 
is at least 1 - (Y, that is, 
We note, in passing, that this low accuracy is a drawback of most of the methods for solving 
Abel integral equations (see, e.g., [2,3]). However we wish to point out the high-order Lubich 
fractional linear multistep methods [8,9]. 
Usually the stability analysis of methods for solving Abel equations is carried out by applying 
them to the test equation [1,6,9] 
y(t)=l+$(t-s)-ay(s)ds, O<(Y<~, h<O, (1.4) 
whose solution Y(t) satisfies [2, pp. 17, 361, [9] Y(t) + 0 as t + co. A more general class of test 
equations, namely 
k(t, s, Y(S)) =f(s, Y(S)), 
with f( s, y) smooth and strongly increasing in y, has been used in [5,6] for studying the stability 
of the trapezoidal and the Galerkin methods. 
In this paper we analyze the stability properties of the c-methods with respect to the test 
equation (1.4); to this purpose we introduce the following definition. 
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Definition 12. The c-method is s&b/e for a given mesh sequence { h, } if the numerical solution 
{ y,, }, obtained applying the method to (l-4), is bounded. 
In the next section we determine a bound on the parameter c, assuring the stability of the 
method, provided that the mesh sequence is not decreasing. In the particular case of a uniform 
mesh we obtain two functions g,(a), g2( a) such that, independently of the parameters a”, d,, if 
g,(a) < c < 1, th e corresponding c-methods are stable for every h, whereas if c -=z gZ(ty), the 
stability interval cannot be infinite and in this case we give an estimate of the size of the stability 
interval depending on c and 1~. 
Moreover, as we shall see in the last section, the above stability results remain valid also for 
the one-point exact collocation method, and in the particular case c = 1 they hold also for the 
one-stage Runge-Kutta-Pouzet methods. Finally, in the case cy = 0, they coincide with the 
known results on the stability of the one-point collocation methods. 
2. Stability results 
In order to analyze the stability properties of the c-methods we apply the method (1.2) to the 
test equation (1.4). We are led to the following infinite recursive relation: 
(2.1) 
where wn , are given by (1.3). Let us observe that, due to the particular nature of the test 
equation, the relation (2.1) depends only on the parameter c and not on a,, d,. Therefore the 
next results hold for every choice of the parameters a,, d,. 
First of all we need some results on the coefficients tin,, which hold for every not decreasing 
mesh. 
Lemma 2.1. If the mesh sequence {h,} is not decreasing, then (I) w,,, < w~_+,~,~+~, n 2 0; 
(2) if 
1 
c 2 p/(1-“) _ 1 ’ 
then the sequences { wn + y,y } n ~ 0 are not increasing for eoery v > 0. 
Proof. The proof of (I) is immediate and will thus be omitted. 
In order to prove (2) let us first consider the difference w,,, - w,+~,~. From (1.3) there results 
w y,y - %+I ” , = (ch,)‘-“- (h,+ ch,+,)l-a + (chy+l)l--a, 
which, in turn, is equal to 
cl-“(1 + r:-“) - (1 + rvc)l-a, 
where r, = h,+,/h, & 1. 
Since Vr,, >, 1 it holds: 
(2.2) 
1 1 
(1 + r,’ -a)i’(i-a) - r, < 21/fl-n) _ 1 ’ 
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it follows that if 
1 
c < 21/P”) _ 1 ’ 
the quantity written in (2.2) is positive. Hence we have proved that w,,. > w,+r,“. 
The remaining part of the thesis, that is w,,+,,, >, ~,+,+r,~ for n >, 1 can be easily proved by 
means of the Lagrange theorem and by using the obvious inequality 
h,+,(l-c)+ch,+,+.-h”>,h,+,(l+c)+ch,+,-h., n>l. 0 
Now we can state the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. If 
1 
c 2 21/(1-a) _ 1 ’ 
the c-methods with not decreasing mesh sequence { h, } are stable. 
Pro&. First of all we want to prove that Y,, > 0, n >, 1. This is obvious for Y,. NOW let US proceed 
by induction. From (2.1) we have 
“2’ x x 
Y n+l = 1 + 1 _ (y y~o%.yY”+l + l_a%,llY,+1. 
Then, recalling that A =G 0, w,,, > 0 and that by Lemma 2.1, 
%-1,” 2 %,u, n>v+l, v>o, 
it follows that 
x 
Y n+1 >-Yn + J-q-n,“Yn+l~ 
which proves the positivity of y,, + r. 
Not let uw rewrite (2.1) in the following way: 
i 
r 
Y = n+l x 
l-----CL2 1 - (y 
I 
“F I+ l-a %,“Yv+l 
v=o 
n,n 
and subtract yl from Y,+~. There results: 
Then by the positivity of y, and recalling that, by virtue of Lemma 2.1, 
*o,o G %,“, n > 0, 
it follows that: 
1 
0 GYn+l GYl= x , n>o, 
1 - ~-0.0 
which proves that the sequence y,, is bounded. 0 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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Remark 2.3. We wish to stress that, as it can be seen in (2.4), the condition 
1 
c a 21/“-“) _ 1 
assures not only the boundedness of the numerical solution, but also that the limiting constant is 
less than one. 
Hereafter we assume that the mesh { h, } is uniform, i.e., 
h,,=h=;, n=o,..., N-l. 
In this case, the recursion (2.3) becomes 
(2.5) 
with 
h’-*X 
Z=z’ 
I-a wo=c ) wj=(i+~)‘-“-(i-l+~)‘-“=J1 o (j+c-.s-” ds, 
and the stability definition obviously becomes: 
The c-method is stable for a given z = h’ -*“/(l - CX) ( h w ere X < 0), if the numerical solution 
{ y,, }, n > 1, resulting from the application of the method to (1.4), remains bounded for this value of 
z. The interval of stability of the method is the set of all values z for which the method is stable. 
By using the fact that the matrix 
(w,),,~= (TPj- :t~~~~~ nT 
> 3 
is a semicirculant matrix, we obtain the following results. 
Theorem 2.4. If 
the c-methods are stable for every h. 
Proof. The stability of the method for 
1 
c 3 21/C’-“) _ 1 
is obvious in virtue of Theorem 2.2, 
The second part of the proof follows the approach used in [1,4]. In particular we use [l, 
Theorem l] which, in turn, is based on an Eggermont’s idea [4], and assures the boundedness of 
the maximum norm of WnP1, independently of n, if the following hypotheses are satisfied: 
(i) qR>O, n>l, 
(ii) E q,* = 1, 
n=l 
(iii) 4,* < Sh < 1, n > 1, 
4,*-l 4: 
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where 
4: 2+r[(l+c)‘~“-3c’-“] = 
2(1 - ZC?) ’ 
- 
4: = 4% Y-1) 2 n 2 2. 2(1 _ zwo) 
We wish to mention that the hypothesis (iv) of [l, Theorem 11 is superfluous in our case 
because it gives information about the asymptotic behaviour of the elements of the matrix W,-‘. 
We omit the proof of (ii) which is immediate and we prove (i) and (iii), using a technique similar 
to [l]. 
(i) For n = 1 we have 
t/z < 0 ql* > 0 - c> 1 31/P”) _ I ’ 
and for n > 2 
1 1 
4,* = 2(1 - zwO) () J I( 
n+c-S)-n- (n-1 +c-.s-~] ds>,O. (2.6) 
(iii) First of all observe that 
CC=*- 4,*+ 14,*- 1 < 0 
if and only if 
4,*(x) = 4,*+* x*+2q,*x+q,*_$-0, VXEIR. 
Taking account of (2.6), for n > 3, (2.8) can be written as 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
4; (x) = 
z(-a)(-a+ 1) n-2 e+i 
2(1 - zc 
i_,) J,, J, [(5+2+c)-“-‘x~+2(5+1+c)-“-‘x 
+(c+c)--‘] dt do, 
and by the positivity of the function under the integral it results q,*(x) > 0, n z 3. For n = 2 it is 
verified that the condition (2.7) is satisfied for c > i, whereas for every c < 4 there exists at least 
a value of z such that it is not satisfied. 
In order to complete the proof of (iii) we need to show that 
q,*-q,*-l co, n>2. 
For n > 3 this is easily deduced using the following equality: 
(2.9) 
4; - q,*-1 = 2(1 - zci-a) n--j fl 
’ j’-2/e+1~+1(--0[--l)(-a)(-a+I)(~+c)-~-2d~dr, 
whereas, for n = 1, it turns out that (2.9) holds only if 
(2 + C)l--a - 3(1 + C)l-a + 4c1-” > 0, (2.10) 
and by tedious but elementary calculation we obtain that c > 2 is also a sufficient condition for 
(2.10). 0 
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Corollary 2.5. For (Y = i and c 2 $ the c-method is stable for every h > 0 and every A < 0. 
Proof. The proof is obvious noting that 
217 
min 1 1 21/o-4 _ 1 ’ 
In the following theorem 
interval. 
Theorem 2.6. If 
1 
c < 31/o-4 _ 1 ’ 
1 
I 
1 1 
z = p(l-a)-’ 
e a>l-- 
log*3 
=0.36. 0 
we give a barrier to the c-values leading to an infinite stability 
the stability region of the c-methods is finite and it contains at least the interval 
( 
2A2(l + $a 
[A2c’-a]2- [a(1 +c)~-~][(~+c)~-~-~c~-~] ” 
where A is the forward difference operator. 
(2.11) 
Proof. Let us consider again the recursive relation (2.5). Subtracting the expression for y, from 
the one for y,,+ r, we obtain 
n-2 
Y n+l =Ydh + C 4,-,Yv+lT n > 1, 
v=o 
with 
1 
Yl = I- zwo ) 
ql=l+zw’ z(w; - w;-l> 
1 - zwo ’ 41 = 1 -‘ZWO , j>2. 
Assuming 
1 
c < 31/o-“) _ I ’ 
it turns out that there exists at least a value of z < 0 such that q1 < - 1. Since for n = 1, 
y2 = q1 Y,, hence 
Y2 < 09 I Y2 I ’ I Yl I; 
for n = 3, y3 = q2 y, + q1 y2, which implies: 
Y3 < 09 I Y3 I ’ I Y2 I and I Y3 I ’ I 41 I 2 I Yl I. 
Proceeding by induction and recalling that by (2.9) 
VZ<O q/+r<qj, j>l, 
we obtain 
Y2, < 0, Y2jtl’Ol IYj+1I’IYjI>I411jlY11~ j> 1, 
which prove that the sequence y,, is unbounded. 
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Moreover from the proof of Theorem 2.4 we have that the c-methods are stable for such z 
that q: > 0, qT2 - q:q: < 0 and q; - q: < 0. 
Because of the hypothesis 
1 
c < 31/(1-a) _ 1 
we deduce: 
ql*>o e z> 
-2 
(1+c)l-a_3clh =p1, 
2A2(1 + &a 
q2 *‘-a$ <o = z> 
[A~~~-~]~[A~(I+~)‘-~][(I+~)~~~-~~~-~] =p2’ 
2 
42* - 4: <o e z> 
(2 + c)lPa - 3(1 + c)1-n + 4c1-a = 
P 
3’ 
Since by (2.7) and (2.9) 
A2(, + &a ~0 and A3(n+c)lPa>0, 
we get 
P2=min{&, P2, P,>, 
which completes the proof. 0 
In order to illustrate Theorem 2.6 we give some examples of values for c and (Y, such that the 
stability interval is finite and we also report the corresponding interval (2.11): 
(Y = *, c = 1o-5 + (-0.14,o); 
1 1 
a=yf,c=m + (-0.61,O); c= $ -+ (-1.62,O); 
1 I 
a=~,c=~ + (-1.5,0), c= * + (-11.31,o). 
3. Finale remarks 
Remark 3.1. For sake of clarity, in Fig. 1 we report a schematic plot which gives a visual 
impression, summarizing the result of the above section; in particular the area indicated by /// 
is the region of the {c, cu}-plane where the c-method is stable for every h, while in the area 
shaded by 1 11 the stability region is finite. 
From this picture we can observe that the interval where we can choose c in order to get an 
infinite stability interval is larger as the singularity increases. 
Remark 3.2. We can observe that, due to the simplicity of the test equation (i.e., k(t, s) = X), 
(2.5) can also be obtained applying to the test equation a one-point exact collocation method, 
which, in turn, if c = 1, represents also a one-point iterated collocation method or a Runge- 
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Fig.1. -: c=+; *: c=l/(~l/(l-~)_l); _.: c=1,~3~~~l-a~_1~, 
Kutta- Pouzet method with one stage; therefore all the results derived in Section 2 remain valid 
for such methods. 
Remark 3.3. If (Y = 0, the method (1.2) represents a discretized one-point collocation method and 
Theorems 2.4, 2.6 give the known result on collocation methods, with uniform mesh, for 
continuous kernel integral equations, that is, the method is stable for every h if and only if c >, i. 
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